We be three poor Mariners,

From "Deuteromelia" (1609)  
TREBLE.  
Thomas Ravenscroft

We be three poor Mariners, newly come from the seas,

1. Wee be three poore Mar - i - ners, new - ly come from the seas,  
2. We care not for those martiall men, that doe our states dis - daine:

Wee spend our lives in jeo - par - dy, whiles o - thers live at  
But we care for those Mar - chant men, which doe our states main-

eease: Shall we goe daunce the round, the round, the round and shall we goe  
taine. To them we daunce the round, the round, the round to them we

daunce the rounde, the rounde, the rounde, and he that is a  
daunce the rounde, the rounde, the rounde, the rounde.

bull - y boy, come pledge me on the ground, the ground, the ground.

1 original has a dotted quarter eight note here.
We be three poor Mariners,
From "Deuteromelia" (1609)

TENOR.

1. Wee be three poore Mar - i - ners, new - ly come from the seas, 
2. We care not for those martiall men, that doe our states dis - daine:

Wee spend our lives in jeo - par - dy, whiles o - thers live at 
But we care for those Mar - chant men, which doe our states main -

ease: Shall we goe daunce the round, the round, the round and shall we goe 
taine. To them we daunce the round, the round, the round to them we 
daunce the rounde, the rounde, the rounde, and he that is a 
daunce the rounde, the rounde, the rounde.

bull - y boy, come pledge me on the ground, the ground, the ground.
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1. Wee be three poore Mariners, newly come from the seas,
2. We care not for those martiall men, that doe our states disdaine:

Wee spend our lives in jeopardy, whiles others live at ease: Shall we goe daunce the round, the round, the round and shall we goe taine. To them we daunce the round, the round, the round to them we daunce the rounde, the rounde, the rounde, and he that is a bull - y boy, come pledge me on the ground, the ground, the ground.